
Great Western Consortium Inc. Officially Opens
Century International Talent Institution
HONG KONG, CHINA, September 28,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Great
Western Consortium Inc. (GWC Inc.)
Officially opens Century International
Talent Institution (CITI) in Hong Kong to
provide investor and entrepreneur with
turnkey solutions to their financial literacy
program needs. CITI financial education
package helps students to achieve
measurable improvement in their
financial capabilities, while also making
progress toward their overall financial
goals. The institute achieve their training
goals by providing 4 levels (basic,
intermediate, advanced and professional)
of financial literacy classes to educate
and develop a creative and sophisticated
financial professional.

CITI financial education package is built
around four core pillars: personal, team,
system and trend (PTST). These four
pillars work together to make a lasting
difference in the lives of students, their
families, and their financial goals. 

The institute unique PTST concept: 
P: Personal - Work on individual
networking and financial skill
T: Team - Duplicate and coach the knowledge to other members
S: System - Create passive income with a unique auto-system
T: Trend - Using Blue Ocean Strategy to predict the next trend

Over time many individuals have benefited from CITI financial education package. In general, the
students will get the benefits as listed:
1. Becoming a networking specialist
2. Understanding the global renewable and luxury metal trend
3. Able to formulate a good reward and stable investment strategy
4. Able to build one's own unique passive income creation system
5. Have an everlasting platform to make passive income
6. Achieve financial freedom
CITI short term goal is to develop a reliable and practical financial literacy course to train interested
individual at its Hong Kong office. As the training mature, CITI will prototype the institute model to all
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other region in Greater China by establishing new training institute. Eventually CITI will aim to become
an international financial training institution by opening oversea branches to train creative and
sophisticated financial professional.
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